Intruders can’t steal what they can’t see!

SECURITY FOG SYSTEM

webeye fog

COMPACT
ECONOMICAL
POWERFUL
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IN SECONDS
webeye fog fills a large room with dense smoke.
It obscures visibility and FORCES INTRUDERS TO LEAVE.

SECURITY FOG SYSTEM
A small unit that carries a big punch!

- **webeyefog** has a smoke cartridge that covers 150m³
- Safe to use and doesn't stain
- Easily connected to your visually verified alarm system
- Low maintenance, low energy, low cost
- Non-toxic and leaves no residue
- Can trigger upon intrusion if configured with an alarm panel or remotely via a monitoring platform such as **webeyecms**

### webeyefog Wired
Smoke device with alarm for indoor use

A compact smoke unit including a non-toxic, incense-based, smoke cartridge. The device can be easily connected to any security system using the built-in inputs/outputs.

- Standalone or alarm panel triggered
- Anti-tamper
- Very low energy consumption
- Activation via single or double confirmation
- Operating temperature range: -20°C to +80°C

### webeyefog Wireless
Self-powered smoke device with alarm for indoor use

A battery powered compact smoke unit without the need for wiring or external power source. Up to 6 units can be interconnected with the webeyeFOG TRx module.

- Self-powered standalone or alarm panel triggered
- Anti-tamper
- Activation via single or double confirmation
- Operating temperature range: -20°C to +80°C